CHAPTER FIVE
GERMANY
In the spring of 1913, the Prince of Wales went to Germany.
The links between the two countries were already strained.
There had been feverish talk of war for many years, but the
generation that prospered in England in 1913 was slack and
confident. When the Emperor spoke of his ''shining armour/'
and boasted of the second navy of the world, Britons warmed
themselves at the fire of their smugness and accepted the
reassurances of the pacifist press. King Edward VII had never
been deceived over the ambitions of the Prussians, nor had he
been gentle in telling the Kaiser what he thought of his
boasting. When King George was about to visit Berlin as
a young man, King Edward had written to the Kaiser: "In
sending my son to Berlin ... I intended it as a personal mark
of my affection and friendship towards you, but after reading
the violent accusations which have been made in the Reichstag
against England I think it might be better for him not to go
where he is liable to be insulted."
A lull came to the anger and suspicions between the two
countries in the spring of 1913, and the journey made by the
Prince of Wales could not have been more friendly. The choice
of his tutors was again fortunate. Major Cadogan, who went
with him, was also more dependent upon experience than
books for his learning and no better guide could have been
chosen. Professor Fiedler, appointed German tutor to the
Prince, was a scholar who had not grown less human in the
process of learning. The Prince once described him as "a jolly
old chap," but he was more than this. He soon became so fond
of his pupil that he bothered to show him the more gracious
and cultivated side of German life, without the fierce glare of
Prussian parades. More and more, as these years of adolescence
passed, the heir to the throne made one believe that unselfish-
ness was to be an important trait in his character. The best
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